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(PREPARED ABSOLUTELY FROM HOME) 

CUBE ROOT   A number m is the cube root of a number n if n =𝑚3.       The cube root of a number 

n is denoted by √𝑛
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Eg.      27 = 33        => √27
 3

  =  3 

         -125 = (−5)3    => √−125
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METHODS TO FIND OUT CUBE ROOTS 
1. Cube root by prime factorization method 
    Consider 3375    
    On doing  prime factorization of 3375 , we get 
    3375 = 3×3×3×5×5×5 
              = 33 × 53 
              =(3 × 5)3 

Hence √3375
3

 = √(3 × 5)33
 

                           ={(3 × 5)3}
1

3  

                           =(3 × 5)3×
1

3 
           ,               =(3 × 5)1 
                           =  15                                   
2. Cube root by using units digit of the number 

Units digit of the number n Units digit of the cube root of the no. √𝒏
𝟑

 

                     0                                 0 

                     1                                 1 

                     2                                 8 

                     3                                 7 

                     4                                 4 

                     5                                 5 

                     6                                 6 

                     7                                 3 

                     8                                 2 

                     9                                 9 

  
 

 

Least 7-digit no. is 1000000 =1003. So its cube root is 100 (the smallest 3-digit no.) 

 The cube root of a no. which has at the most 6-digits, is utmost 2-digit no. 
So, the method of finding cube root of a number having utmost 6-digit is as follows: 

Step 1- Make group I of three digits starting from right and group II of remaining digits                  
Step II - Look at the units place digit of the number in group I and determine the units place of the 
Cube root by using table given above. 
Step III - If no digit left for group II, then the digit obtained in step II is the required cube root. 
Otherwise go to next step. 
Step IV – Take group II. Find the largest number whose cube is less than or equal to the number in 
group II. This number is the tens digit of the cube root. 



Thus we get the units and tens digit of the required cube root  

Ex.7.2 

Q1. (ii) 512                                                                       (iv) 27000 

                
     (v) 15625                                                                      (vi) 13824 

              
Q4. 1331                                                                       (i) 4913 

     
(ii) 1st grp.-167 ; 2nd grp. -12 

One’s digit in 167 is7 => One’s place digit in ∛ is 3 ;Grp. I-12; 23 < 12 < 33 =>Ten’s place digit in ∛=2 

=>√12167
3

 =23 

Assignment: Do Q2. State T/F with reason or example and left over subparts of Q1 and Q3. 

Notes: Write the notes and solve the exercise in your Maths notes copy. 



 


